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          An app, Built for all apple users

          

          The BreakingSports app gets you all the latest news, scores, and stats for your favorite leagues, teams and players with up-to-the-second alerts. This app is only available for Mac, iMac, Macbook, and Macbook Pro users. Using this app, you can easily customize your feed so you never miss a beat on the teams and players that matter most.
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              Home Widget 1

            

            
              This is your first home widget box. To edit please go to Appearance > Widgets and choose 6th widget from the top in area 6 called Home Widget 1. Title is also manageable from widgets as well.
            

          

        

        
          
            
              Home Widget 2

            

            
              This is your second home widget box. To edit please go to Appearance > Widgets and choose 7th widget from the top in area 7 called Home Widget 2. Title is also manageable from widgets as well.
            

          

        

        
          
            
              Home Widget 3

            

            
              This is your third home widget box. To edit please go to Appearance > Widgets and choose 8th widget from the top in area 8 called Home Widget 3. Title is also manageable from widgets as well.
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            "I do play-by-play and host 80 games a year on national television. Whether I'm prepping for a huge NBA,NCAA basketball game or NCAA football game, I keep an eye on Breaking Sports. It gives me timely news & scores at 100 mph. It's a go-to move for hard core sports fans."

            Mark Jones

            ESPN

          

        

        
          
            "In the sports broadcasting world up to the minute, accurate information that I can access quickly is crucial. So whether I'm doing a pre and post game show, trade deadline day or calling a game on the radio I need to know the latest happenings. That's why I use the Breaking Sports App. It gives me updates on trades, injuries, scores and more the moment they happen from trusted sources and I can customize the information I want for my interests. Great job! Great app!"

            Sherman Hamilton

            Raptors broadcaster and radio analyst

          

        

        
          
            "It's essential to be prepared and up to date in the sports world. Whether I'm hosting a pregame or postgame show on national tv, broadcasting a game or co-hosting a radio show, the breaking sports app is an integral part of my preparation. It not only provides background information, it gives immediate updates with new and valuable up to the second information."

            Paul Jones

            Raptors Radio - Play by Play

            Sportsnet 590 - The FAN & TSN 1050

            NBA-TV Canada - Host / Analyst / Reporter

            Sportsnet.ca Columnist
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